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Figure 4. (a) Correlations (R) between VIC and SMAP beta models for the warm season (average R=0.57) and (b) cold season (average

R=0.56). White regions signify a negative correlation.

SMAP in that region. While systematic biases do not get revealed in correlations, the temporal consistency among the time

series is captured.

3.1.2 KS filter

Figure 5 shows which grids passed the 95% KS test: there, we have confidence that the SMAP drought (pluvial) indices provide

reliable risk levels given the current period of record. The warm season shows 11% more grids passing the adequacy test than5

the cold season. Note that as the record length gets extended, the above analysis needs to be repeated to see if the adequacy

changes.

In the warm season, the majority of the grids whose underlying short-term and long-term beta distribution were different

were in the western U.S. The low warm season correspondence in the Pacific Northwest region is particularly apparent. The

PNW region is covered by dense forests, mountains, and heavily regulated agricultural lands by irrigation. This contributes10

to the fact that most grids in PNW do not pass the KS filter. A pattern of low correspondence over the major mountain areas

(e.g. the Rockies, Sierra-Cascades) is also apparent, given the coarse SMAP brightness temperature (Tb) footprint and dense

vegetation.

3.1.3 Combined filters

Figure 6 represents the results of Correlation filter and KS filter together for both warm (top figure) and cold (bottom figure)15

seasons over all 5,815 grids. We use these filters (passed/failed grids) on a daily basis for MDd measures; though the value

changes every day depending on the number of overpasses for that date. Table 1 summarizes how many grids pass or fail each

filter.
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